
Progression for Children  
and Young People’s Dance  
in the North of England

A new canvas  
for dance



Introduction

This initiative, funded by Arts
Council England, aimed to
scope and deliver a strategy
for children and young people’s
(CYP) dance in the North of
England, to strengthen networks
and ensure future progression
for dance talent.

Following two scoping exercises held in Leeds in March 
and November 2012, a six month consultancy was 
managed by Northern School of Contemporary Dance 
and guided by an advisory group. Together, NSCD 
and key sector representatives from the North were 
commissioned to create a strategy and action plan for 
Children and Young People’s Dance in the North of England.

The key role of the consultancy was: 
‘To consult widely with the sector whilst positively and
proactively promoting, developing, producing and finally
delivering the CYP Dance Network - North of England
Strategy and Action Plan.’

Vision Statement of the Children and Young People’s
Dance Network - North of England

We will create more diverse and high quality dance
opportunities for children and young people. We aim to: 
•        Inspire passion for a life-long learning in, with and 

through dance
•   Enable collaboration to broaden the offer to children 

and young people
•  Strengthen the voice of the sector to advocate  

and promote dance
•  Secure foundations and build better connections  

for CYP dancing in the North of England 
•  Achieve a single CYP dance strategy across the  

North of England 

Collate and present clear evidence to inform future
investment into the CYP dance sector in the North
of England.

Summary of findings

The consultancy collated a substantial number
and broad range of responses. These responses,
categorised and summarised below, were used to
analyse the ‘supply chain’ of dance opportunities and
ultimately to inform the proposed recommendations.
There are examples of high quality dance activity across
the North of England made accessible to children and
young people from a wide variety of backgrounds, to  
HE level and beyond.

Key Findings:
•  Networks - Hubs for youth dance groups and 

agencies across the area, promoting coordination  
and collaboration.

•�  Mapping - The Leeds Dance Ladder is an example 
of good practice that outlines local participation and 
progression opportunities in one simple document. 

•  Deprivation and geographic isolation – Equals 
less dance provision, however it is very often the 
committed and determined dance freelance artist – the 
dance catalyst - who makes a difference by building 
partnerships and working in collaboration with schools, 
teachers, community groups, funders and other 
professionals to support dance.

•� Curriculum - Against a background of threats from 
curriculum changes and reduced resources, there are 
examples of good practice in schools largely through 
the attention and efforts of committed teachers – in 
school dance catalysts.

•� Private Dance Schools – A substantial number 
exist, however there are relatively few examples of 
collaboration and partnership between private schools, 
youth dance groups and the dance networks.

•��Career Opportunities - Whilst there are examples  
of great new companies such as Manchester’s 
Company Chameleon, currently the area lacks 
employers or professional work situations for students 
and young adults to move into. Many leave the area  
or move into other occupations.

•  Performance Opportunities - Whilst there is room 
for growth, the region has a good geographical 
spread of dance platform events and showcases. 
These performance opportunities are critically 
important as they provide a focus for young people, 
youth companies, freelancers, teachers, families and 
encourage schools, youth dance groups and private 
dance schools to meet and perform together.

The critical components for a flourishing youth dance 
scene locally are:
•  Regular classes and/or workshops – inclusive and diverse
• Youth dance companies or groups
•  Access to quality spaces for dance showcases and 

opportunities to perform
•  Local authority and/or dance development presence
•�  A mix of community dance activity and in-school provision 
• A pool of diverse freelance talent 
•�� Easily available information about dance and opportunities
•�    Opportunities to engage with high quality 

professional dance regularly

Training for Employability in Dance

•   The individual Centres for Advanced Training (CATs) are 
performing well in their role of pre vocational training. 
The full report includes measures to further develop the 
reach of student recruitment throughout the region.

•   The HE sector is responding to the challenge of reflecting 
the changing nature of a career in dance, with examples 
of good practice and room for further development.

Dance Careers

•   The nature and range of opportunities are not 
universally understood. It is often the case that out of 
date perceptions and characterisations of the sector 
exist amongst young people, teachers, parents and 
some dance professionals.
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Consultant – James Burkmar 

On behalf of Northern School of Contemporary Dance
and Arts Council England

With thanks to the commitment of  
the guidance of the Advisory Group:

Patricia Stead Dance City

Wieke Eringa Yorkshire Dance

Rachel Rogers Merseyside Dance Initiative
Pete Huggins  MBE Gateway Youth Project (Gateshead)

Tracy Witney  Northern School  
of Contemporary Dance

Sarah Hall  Blackpool Council  
& Independent

Rose Marcus Cape Uk 
 (Bridge Organisation)

Jonathon Poole The Lowry

Di Cummings Ludus

Martin Wilson Tin Arts

Gail Ferrin  Yorkshire Dance /  
Get Movings

Janet Smith  Northern School  
of Contemporary Dance

Linda Jasper Youth Dance England

Amanda Drago Arts Council England

The full report will be available on www.nscd.ac.uk 
from 5th August 2013

Strategic 
recommendations
This summary recommends that a strategic action 
group is instigated, chaired by Northern School of 
Contemporary Dance, and comprised of representatives 
from schools, FE, HE, dance companies, networks/ 
dance agencies as well as freelance dance artists, 
producers and promoters. 
The full report details a three year strategy for children 
and young people’s dance, that includes four priorities. 
The strategy will be overseen by the action group.

Priority 1 - Organisation, action & coordination

The action group will seek investment from ACE  
and partner organisations in the North West, North 
East and Yorkshire regions to recruit a coordinator  
and a project manager. 

Priority 2 - Communication & information 

Working with stakeholders the action group will 
produce a central information hub and explore digital 
opportunities which will provide information on:

•  New policy, trends, opportunities and initiatives  
on a regional, area and national basis

•  Area news, project information, short case studies, 
funding successes, dance stories, opportunities  
around CPD, platforms, events etc

Priority 3 - Facilitation & support

The project manager will: 
•�  Work to support and develop all local/sub-regional 

hubs/networks to grow
•�  Create a “Dance Ladder” for each area/sub-region 
•�  Convene 5 “priority networks”  

  Primary school development – support and 
development for teachers

–    Secondary school development – support and 
development for teachers and school links to dance 
organisations and professionals

–    Freelance Dance Practitioners 
–   A forum for local/sub-regional dance hub/networks 
–    A “Dance Futures & Employability network” enabling 

HE, FE, the CATs and secondary schools to work 
together on: 
–  What a modern dance career looks like 

––  –   How they can develop new measures to promote 
awareness and readiness for this

––  –  How they can diversify further their student intake

•   Work with networks/hubs to develop annual regional 
and area events which reflect the findings and practice 
of each network/hub and reveal the realities of the 
dance economy

Priority 4 - Exploring investment

The action team and stakeholders should find ways to:
•    Build on the investment in identified talent, emerging 

dance entrepreneurs & leaders 
•    Invest in groups and organisations to aid the creation  

of new companies/employers P
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